
A broken blade means that a screwdriver
becomes useless. It has to be reworked
and retempered and is something which
requires much skill.

If the shank of the screwdriver is once
bent, it usually is difficult to get it
perfectly straight again. And if the
shank is not straight it is hard to
keep the blade centered in the slot of
the screw.
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Too much emphasis cannot be placed on
selecting the size of a screwdriver so
that the thickness of the blade makes a
good fit in the screw slot. This not
only prevents the s crew slot from
becoming burred and the blade tip from
being damaged, but reduces the force
required to koep the screwdriver in the
slot.

The tip of a correctly ground screwdriver
blade should have the side s of the blade
practically parallel. It costs more
money to grind the blade like thi s and
most manufacturers grind the blade
sides so they gradually taper out to the
shank body. Here is a little trick--
dress the screwdriver blade on an emery
wheel so the faces taper in very slightly
for a short distance back of the tip.
A screwdriver blade ground in this manner
will stay down in the screw slot even
when a severe twisting force is being
exerted. A blade which tapers out from
the tip, eSp8cially if the taper is
extreme, has a tendency to rais e out of
the ~lot\Xfh8never much twisting is
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There is one type of heavy-duty screw-
driver with a square 3hank. It's designed
that way so you can use a wrench on it.
The shank is extra large-made strong
enough to TAKE IT--and it's the only typ3
of screwdriver on which you should use
a wrench. DON'T USE PLIERS ON A SCREW-
DRIVER,

loosen the screw. But remember, be
cautious and careful. Before you do
any tapping on the handle, see that
you have a screwdriver which has the
steel shank extending through the handle.
Sere_drivers which do not have the shank
extending through the handle have the
handle pinned to the shank, usually
thro~g~4~rerru~,!thich •.i.s..._~ metal

____ ,~~J.,t$e handle whereme shakk
enters. If you attempted to hammer on
a screwdriver of this type, chances are
the handle would split and the screw-
driver would be ruined. Most of the
better screwdrivers for automotive work
are made with the shank going all the
way through the handle so you can tap
on them if the occasion requires. Some
of the newer type of screwdrivers with
moulded plastic handles are made to
withstand tapping but others aren't, so
don't take any chances. Tools cost
money and sometimes they are hard to
get when you need theIJl,so when you use
tools, treat them gently.

Screwdrivers for general purpose are
classified by size, according to the
combined length of the shank and blade,
which is connnonly calli d the BLADE. In
si~e, they run 2~, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10
and 12 inches, and the diameter or
thickness of the shank and width and
thickness of the blade tip which fits
the screw slot are proportionate to the
length of the shank. There are special
purpose ~c~r~dri vers" :.howev~-r~Jtliqh
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A screwdIi ver is intended for one prin-
cipal parpose--to loosen or tighten
screws. But the ordin~ mechanic, es~
pecially the beginner, uses it for so .
many other purposes that it is one of
the most misused tools in his kit.

The conventional screwdriver with a
slim steel shank and wood or plastic
handle is designed to withstand consid-
erable tWisting force in proportion to
its size. But it was not designed to
be used as a pry or pinch bar and if
much" force is applied when it is so
used, it will bend.

Another thing which may happen if the
screwdriver is used' for prying is that
the blade may break. The tip of the
blade is hardened to keep it from
wearing, and the harder it is the easier
it will break if much of a bending strain
is applied.

There are times when a screwdriver may
be used t~ ~dvantage for, p~i~~, but
~~JL...~"it.~o_mf-4!1ak'e .. ~~l!'P~~~ it
~s ]a rge enough to stand the force that
is being applied. The way to avoid"
possible damage to your screwdrivers,
of course, is not to use them for prying.
Pinch bars, sometimes called pry bars, .
should be used instead. They are made
purposely for prying and are strong
enough to resist bending.

If you must use a screwdriver as a pry,
use it with good mechanical judgment.

SCREWDRIVERS - First, we will discuss
screwdrivers. Practically everyone is
familiar with the standard screwdriver.
The portion you grip is called the
handle, the steel portion extendinr
from the handle is the SH'ANK, and the
~~~o~~i.!is intojtJle j31~t ~he
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Don't hammer on the end of a screwdriv-
er--it's not to be used in the place
of a cold chisel, a punch or a drift.
But her_e'..5 another c6ntrad:i,.cti'On;Sup- , .
pose you had to remove a ruitY screw
and the slot was full of rust. In such
a case, it would be all right to tap
gently on the handle of the screwdriver,
holding it at an angle to clean the
slot. And after the slot was cleaned
sufficiently you might want to tap on
the screwdriver vdth a hammer to seat
it well into the slot before trying to
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In addition to the set of general pur-
pose screwdrivers, there are other
types designed for electrical and i~stru-
mental work. Some of you are familiar
with the small screwdrivers with a clip
for fastening them to your pocket. A
mechanic's kit isn't complete without
a couple of these small size ,screwdrivers.
PHILLIP TYPE SCREWDRIVERS have become
very popular in recent years because
of the many Phillips head screws used' .
by automobile and truck manufacturers,
especially on mouldings and other trim.
The heads of these screws' have two slots
which cross at the centor. Their ad-
vantage over screws with standard slots
is that the screwdriver can't sideways
out of the slot and mar the finish.
However, more downward pressure must
be exerted on the Phillips screwdriver,
to keep it in the cross slot than to
keep a correctly ground standard screw-
driver in a standard screw slot. Three
sizes of Phillips type screwdrivers J a4, 6, and 8 inch, will handle all
Phillips head screws used on automotive
vehicles.
Now and then a mechanic has need for an
OFFSET SC~MDRIVER when there isn't
sufficient space to work a stand~rd
screwdriver. The offset screwdriver
has one blade forged in line with the
shank or handle and the other blade at
right angles to the shank, w~th such,
an arrangement, when the swinging space
for the screwdriver is limited, the
mechanic can change ends after each swing
and thus work the screw in or out of the
threaded hole.
One medium and one extra large offset
screwdriver should be in every auto-
motive tool kit. The extra large size
is used on drag link and tie rod ends
in automobile and truck steering mech-
anism.
A word of caution--never use a screwdriver
to check an electrical circuit-where
the amperage is high. By that", I mean
where the electrical current is strong
enough tm arc and melt the screwdriver

, blade. This doesnl t mean that you
"''''houldnIt use a screwdriver to find which

spark plug is causing an engine to miss.
Current to the spark plugs is high in
voltage but low in amperage and won't
damage a screwdriver.
This hasn' t anything to do with the use
''of tools, but we might put in a word
of caution here on a closely related
subject. Don't wear rings when working
around batteries or starting motors.
Ther.; have been some bad burns because
of this. When a ring comes ii1 contact
with a starter terminal and the starter
housing at the same time, there are rapid
and painful results.

If a screwdriver blade becomes damaged
through misuse or if a corner chips off
because the blade is too hard J the
screwdriver can be made serviceable
again by grinding it on an emery wheel.
When grinding a damaged blade, first
grind the tip straight and at a right
angle to the shank. Never hold the
screwdriver against the emery wheel very
long at a time and keep dipping the
blade in wa.ter to keep ~t cool. Unless
this is done, the heat cauged by fric-
tion against the emery wheel will draw
the temper and the blade will become
soft.. After the tip is ground square
dress off a little at a time from each
face. Be careful to keep the blade
thick enough to make a fairly tight
fit in the slot of the screw for which
the screwdriver is intended. Keep the
faces parallel for a short distance or
have them taper in a slight amount.
Never grind the faces so they taper to
a sharp edge at the tip.
ABC's of HAND TOOLS
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CLASSIFIED ADS

Help Wanted: All member superintendents
with a. flare for writing newsy article s
for the association bulletin are needed
at once. No eXIErience required. Send
in your copy to the Editors Desk.
For Sale: 16 mm Bell & Howell moving
picture camera, includes leather cases
for camera and tripod. Equipment is
in very excellent condition. Write to
the Editor for further information.
470 Phillips Ave., Glen Ellyn, Illinois.
OPPORTUNITY OF A LIFETIME: Now is the
time for each rember to contribute
something of lasting value towards the
welfare of the Association. It will
pay ~ge dividends of satisfaction if
you will invest a little time.
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DID YOU KNON THAT

The summer of 1949 in this area was the
seoOnd hottest recorded in a century.
The National Greenkeeping SUPerintenden~
Association needs the support of every
local member to make its purpose effect-
ive.

Adding a small 8I!1Ountof lysol to DDT
solution will make it more potent in
ki lling flys.
The BULL SHEET would appreciate contri-
butions of interest pertaining to course
maintenance operations.
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